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About CES
 Cambridge Energy Solutions is a software company 

with a mission to develop software tools for participants 
in deregulated electric power markets.

 CES-US provides information and tools to assist market 
participants in analyzing the electricity markets on a 
locational basis, forecast and value transmission 
congestion, and to understand the fundamental drivers 
of short- and long-term prices. 

 CES-US staff are experts on market structures in the 
US, system operation and related information 
technology
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Presentation Outline

 Fundamentals of Nodal Pricing in Electric Power 
Markets
 Markets Overview and Price Formation mechanism
 Purpose of FTR/CRR/TCR Markets
 Transmission Congestion and FTRs

 FTR Valuation Tools and Techniques
 Sources of information and software to forecast LMP and 

congestion
 Modelling approaches and the tools available for FTR valuation
 DAYZER Software

 Building FTR Portfolios, Finding, Evaluation and Bidding
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Fundamentals of Nodal Pricing (LMPs) in 
Electric Power Markets

 Overview and Locational Marginal Price Formation mechanism
 Purpose of FTR/CRR/TCR markets
 Transmission Congestion and FTRs
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Overview of Day-Ahead Electric Power Markets

 Financial markets with physical clearing. The 
constraints on the physical transmission system, and 
engineering constraints on the generation units drive 
the market clearing prices in DAM and RT, and 
effectively in the futures as well.

 Market participants behavior: Profit maximization 
(generators), Cost minimization (LSEs), Risk 
Management & Hedging, and Arbitrage (traders,….)

 Independent System Operator (other markets) !!!
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 The market clearing price is the marginal cost of the marginal 
unit in the absence of transmission constraints and losses. In 
economics terms, the market clearing price is the point of 
intersection of supply and demand curves

Overview and Locational Marginal Price 
Formation mechanism-Theory

Quantity
MW

$/MWh Demand

Price
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Overview and Locational Marginal Price 
Formation mechanism-Theory
 In the presence of limiting transmission constraints 

and/or marginal losses, prices vary by location.
 Nodal pricing applies spatial and temporal pricing theory  

to derive a bus by bus Locational Marginal Price (LMP) 
 Calculations are based on Security Constrained Unit 

Commitment and Dispatch models
 All transactions on the grid ARE CHARGED or 

CREDITED at the LMP (zonal avg. LMP)
 Generators are paid their locational price and 

consumers are charged their locational price
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LMP Price Calculation Procedures
 Generators offer their willingness to supply at their 

location 
 Consumers bid to purchase their location

 ISOs forecast demand for reliability
 The system operator commits and dispatches 

generation units so as to minimize cost or maximize 
social welfare
 LMP calculated for each bus/node
 Pay the generators;  Charge the loads 
 Multiple Clearing times / markets 

 Day ahead market to correspond to the scheduling / commitment time 
frame

 Hour ahead schedule or market
 and real time markets
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Unit Commitment and Day-Ahead Markets
 Transmission rights are settled in the DAM
 Day Ahead market involves a Security Constrained Unit 

Commitment (SCUC) and Security Constrained 
Dispatch

 Unit Commitment minimize the total production cost 
(bids) over 24 hour period, given constraints on:
 Generation units, (e.g. MUT, MDT, Ramping)
 Transmission system
 Forecasted load 
 Operating reserves and reliability 
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Nodal Marginal Pricing - Theory

 Nodal prices are not necessarily capped by the 
marginal costs ( or bids) of marginal units - they 
can be higher than the most expensive unit, or 
negative
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LMP Decomposition

 LMP @ i = Energy + M Losses @i + M Cong @i
 Energy component is the shadow price of the energy 

balance equation (Total Gen= Total load + Trans. losses)
 Marginal Losses @i: Energy * Marginal loss factor @i
 Marginal Congestion @i: Sum over all constraints c 

of (shift factors i on constraint c * Shadow Price c)
 The congestion component  can be decomposed by 

constraint
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LMP Decomposition – Shift Factors
 A shift factor for node on a constraint is the sensitivity of 

the power flows on that constraint for injection (or 
withdrawal) of power (1 MW) at that node. 

 Shift Factors determine the impact of a binding 
constraint on the LMP at a given node (congestion 
component is proportional to shift factors).
 High shift factors at nodes contributing to congestion on a 

constraint, causes low LMPs at those nodes
 High shift factors at nodes reducing congestion on a 

constraint, causes high LMPs at those nodes
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Nodal Marginal Pricing - Theory

Cost = $30/MWh

Capacity= 50MW

Dispatch 20 MW

Cost = $20/MWh 

Capacity= 30 MW

Dispatch 30 MW

A B

C

Load =50 MW

Price =$30/MWhPrice = $30/MWh

Price =$30/MWh

 Example of nodal prices without constraints.
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SF of node A w.r.t. C on Line B-C = 1/3

SF of node A w.r.t. C on Line A-C = 2/3

A B

C

Nodal Marginal Pricing - Shift Factors

SF of node B w.r.t. C on Line B-C = 2/3

SF of node B w.r.t. C on Line A-C = 1/3

1 MW1 MW

1 MW
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Marginal Cost = 
$30/MWh

Capacity= 50MW

Marginal Cost = 
$20/MWh 

Capacity= 30MW
A B

C

Price =$20/MWhPrice = $30/MWh

20 MW Limit

Load =50 MW

Nodal Marginal Pricing - Theory

 Example of nodal prices with constraints

40*1/3+ 10*2/3 <= 20

40+10 =50

Dispatch 10 MWDispatch 40 MW
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Capacity= 50MW Capacity= 30MW

A B

C

Price =$40/MWh

=2*30- 1*20 

Price =$20/MWhPrice = $30/MWh

20 MW Limit

Load =51 MW

Nodal Marginal Pricing - Theory
 Example of nodal prices with constraints

 Cost of serving 1 MW of additional load

42*1/3+ 9*2/3 <= 20

42+9 =51

Dispatch 9 MW
Dispatch 42 MW
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Capacity= 50MW Capacity= 30MW

A B

C

3*30-3*20 =$30/MWh

Price =$20/MWhPrice = $30/MWh

21 MW Limit

Savings = Shadow price

Nodal Marginal Pricing - Theory

 Shadow Prices: Total system Savings for relaxing 
constraint by one per unit  

37*1/3+ 13*2/3 <= 21

37+13 =50

Dispatch 13 MW
Dispatch 37 MW
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Capacity= 50MW Capacity= 30MWA B

C

FTR B-C: 20*20=$400/MWh

FTR A-C: 20*10=$200/MWh

Price =$20/MWhPrice = $30/MWh

20 MW Limit

SP =30

Nodal Marginal Pricing - Theory

 Congestion cost = Shadow Prices times Limit

Gen Revenue = 40*30+ 20*10= $1400

Load Payment= 50*40= $2000

Dispatch 10 MWDispatch 40 MW

Price =$40/MWh
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Nodal Marginal Pricing – Line Outage 
Distribution Factors (LODF)

Assume there are three lines from A to B, with 
equal Impedance, each carrying 1000 MW

 The loss of one line (line 1) will cause the power 
to be distributed on the two remaining lines

A B

C

3000 MW

LODF of line 1 on line 2= 0.5
LODF of line 1 on line 3= 0.5
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Questions ?
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Fundamentals of Nodal Pricing (LMPs) in 
Electric Power Markets

 Overview and Locational Marginal Price Formation mechanism
 Objectives of FTR/CRR/TCR markets
 Transmission Congestion and FTRs
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Objectives of FTR Markets
 A mechanism for market participants to hedge against 

the volatility of transmission congestion
 Generators can sell to a load delivery point
 Demand/Load can buy from specific generator
 Traders can provide full service deals

 Allocate the scarce transmission capacity to market 
participants in an efficient manner based on value

 Allocation of the ISO overcollection from the Energy 
Market

 Provide price signals for investment in transmission 
expansion or locational generation
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FTR Markets
 Administrated and FTRs sold by the ISOs
 Large number of products (square of tradable nodes)

 Low liquidity/few participants
 Correlated FTRs
 Infrequent auctions
 Complex models combined with low transparency
 Sensitive to administrator mistakes/assumptions and rules

 Weak Secondary markets
 Need to be redesigned !!
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Fundamentals of Nodal Pricing (LMPs) in 
Electric Power Markets

 Overview and Locational Marginal Price Formation mechanism
 Purpose/Objective of FTR/CRR/TCR markets
 Transmission Congestion and FTRs
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Transmission Property Rights
 Financial rights

 Guarantees the holder the financial equivalent of using the transmission 
right, but not the physical certainty.

 The value is independent of actual power flow, and depends on congestion 
on the system.

 Point-to-Point (most ISOs) or Flowgate based
 Physical rights (Pt-to-Pt or network)

 The right to inject a certain amount of power at point A and take it out at 
point B, or at a set of load nodes.

 The holders are guaranteed the scheduling certainty for their rights, 
depending on the firmness of the right 

 Use it or lose it type of rights to prevent hoarding.
 Can be converted to FTRs through some mechanism (ARRs)
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Types of Financial Trans. Property Rights

 Obligation type rights 
 The value of the right is equal to the LMP at 

receiving point minus the LMP at the sending point, 
times the quantity of the right.

 The holders are responsible for negative payments 
 Option type rights

 Same as obligation type rights except that the 
holders are NOT responsible for negative payments
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Auctions of FTRs  (Example PJM)
 Monthly FTR Auction 
‒ Single-round 
‒ Purchase “left over” capability 

 Annual FTR Auction 
‒ Multi-round (4 rounds)
‒ Entire system capability minus approved Long-Term 
FTRs 

 Long-Term FTR Auction 
‒ Multi-round (3 rounds)
‒ Purchase residual system capability assuming the 
self-scheduling of ARRs 
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Duration Financial Trans. Property Rights

 On Peak, Off Peak, ATC
 Monthly, Annual, Long term  (3 years)
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Settlement of Financial Transmission Rights
 The value of a financial transmission right is:

 For point-to-point: the congestion component of the LMP at 
the receiving node minus the congestion component at the 
sending node

 For Flowgate rights, the value is the shadow price on the 
flowgate (between ISOs)

 Note that the financial transmission rights currently used 
provide incomplete financial hedge against congestion 
only, not against the cost of marginal transmission 
losses on the system. Thus, the value is not equal to the 
difference in LMPs but the difference in the congestion 
component of the LMPs.
 Transmission rights clear only in the Day-ahead Markets
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Revenue Shortfall
 Most financial transmission rights (in all markets except 

NY ISO) do not provide full hedge against transmission 
congestion, mainly because of Energy market revenue 
shortfall

 The revenue short fall results mainly because of 
Loopflows and the ISOs auctioning more transmission 
system capability that can be available on any given day 
(due to outages and/or derates).

 Most ISOs already addressed this issue by reducing the 
transmission capacity available in the auctions
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Examples of Revenue Shortfall by ISO
PJM
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Examples of Revenue Shortfall by ISO
MISO
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BREAK
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FTR Valuation Tools and Techniques

 Sources of information and software to forecast LMP 
and congestion

 Modelling approaches and the tools available for FTR 
valuation

 DAYZER Software
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Information needed to Forecast LMP and 
Congestion

 In order to forecast the market clearing prices in 
the power markets, we need to forecast the 
market conditions, supply/demand and major 
drivers:
 Weather Forecast ( Demand, renewables, etc..)
 Fuels Markets 
 Generation and transmission systems conditions
 Market rules, and operating procedures
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Sources of Information

 Hourly Demand Forecast (by node)
 ISOs and others ( based on weather forecast)
 Industrial load (independent of weather)

 Generation units’ technical characteristics (capacity, ramping, heat rate shape, emission 
rates, min and max gen, startup cost, MUT, MDT, Spin and QS capability, etc…)
 ISOs, EPA, EIA, etc..

 Generation Units Availability
 Generation unit outages (NRC, IIR, CES, ISOs, etc..)

 Generation variable operating costs or estimate of generation bids/offers
 Market clearing from NYMEX or ICE, for next day cash or futures
 Other sources on fuel markets and conditions ( Pipeline, Oil storage, coal piles, etc..)
 Bidding behaviour
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Sources of Information (Cont’d)

 Transmission Topology
 ISOs (FTR or planning models)

 Transmission Outages and derates
 ISO’s OASIS

 Imports/exports (scheduled and unscheduled or loopflows)
 ISOs ( conditions at neighboring markets)

 Traditional Hydro
 EIA or historical data

 Renewables generation forecast (wind and solar based on weather)
 NOAA and other commercial sources

 Pump Storage optimization (some ISOs DAM software do not allow for 
optimization)
 Commercial sources on hourly generation

 Operating reserves requirements( Spinning Reserves, Quick Start Reserves and 
Regulation or Automatic Generation Control) 
 ISOs
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FTR Valuation Tools and Techniques

 Sources of information and software to forecast LMP and 
congestion

 Modelling approaches and the tools available for 
FTR valuation

 DAYZER Software
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Models of Day-Ahead Electric Power Markets

 Models help in understanding/analyzing the 
• Price formation mechanism 
• Cause/effect relationship
• Sensitivity of prices to various market drivers/changes
• Market behavior
• Physical system (availability of supply and transportation) 
• Demand requirements including operating reserves
• Market rules (market clearing mechanisms)
• Reliability requirement and operational rules
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 There are many approaches:
 Fundamentals based Models: Build a Market Model with specified 

assumptions 
• Can be complicated 
• Results accuracy depends on accuracy of input assumptions
• Simplified models (like simple power flow models, could be misleading)

 Stochastic Models: Run a large number of Monte Carlo simulations
• Requires large number of simulations
• Requires knowledge of the distribution of the input variables

 Knowledge-Based Systems (AI and deep learning): Try to learn the 
market by observing prices and relating these to events

• Need to learn all possible events
• Price accuracy depends on the training
• Simple historical data can be misleading (especially with market 

changes)

Price/Congestion Forecasting Models
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Difficulties with Fundamental Modeling
 Unknowns

 Generation and Demand biding behavior including virtual bids (INCs and DECs)
 Generation units outages, forced and derates

 Uncertainty
 In all inputs (demand, imports/exports, wind generation, etc..)
 Loopflows (some ISOs publish fixed schedules), (no loopflows in ERCOT)
 Transmission Limits ( thermal limits and reactive limits) 

• Derates due to ISO assumptions (losses and reactive power flows, commercial flows, etc..) 
• allocation of flowgate ratings/contractual agreements

 Transmission outages (scheduled, cancelled, and forced…)
 Phase Angle Regulators (PARs) settings and schedules ( fixed angle or MWs)
 Pump Storage schedules ( procured in the market or not)
 Reactive power and voltage stability constraints ( published after DAM closes)
 Operating procedures/ special protection schemes (SPSs), etc..
 Price responsive demand?

 Dimensionality of Input data and the complexity of the SCUC
 Computing power,  Speed of runs, etc…

 Changes in operating procedures, RAPS, Contingencies, etc…
 Staffing and skills
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DAM-Security Constrained Unit Commitment
 Minimize the total cost as bid over the 24-hours period 

subject to:
 Total Operating Reserves (SR, AGC and NSR)
 All security constraints (transmission, reserves) including second 

contingency constraints, if any
 Total and marginal transmission losses
 Ramping constraints, minimum up and down times
 Hourly Hydro schedules
 Hourly Imports and Exports schedules
 Pump Storage optimization
 Fixed and variable operating costs (startup, no load and variable 

costs)
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DAM-Security Constrained Dispatch

 Minimize the total cost as bid in that interval subject 
to:
 Operating Reserves (AGC, Spinning)
 All security constraints 
 Ramping constraints
 Hourly Hydro schedules
 Hourly Imports and Exports schedules
 All Variable Operating Costs
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FTR Valuation Tools and Techniques

 Sources of information and software to forecast LMP and 
congestion

 Modelling approaches and the tools available for FTR 
valuation

 DAYZER Software
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Software Tools 
 The modelling difficulties requires complex models 

that address them, quantify impact of changes and 
market drivers, and allow for sensitivity analysis to 
uncertainties. 
 Supply and Demand 

 Marginal Cost  
 Strategic Bidding

 Locational Impact of constraints (Shift Factors)
 Generation Outage (Shift Factors)
 Transmission Outages (LODFs)
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DAYZER Tool: Supply & Demand
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DAZYER Tool: Supply & Demand Strategic Bidding!
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DAYZER Tool: Locational Impact- AP South Interface
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DAYZER Tool: Transmission Outages
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DAYZER Tool: Generation Outages
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DAYZER: A Picture is worth 1000 words LMP Heat Map
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DAYZER: A Picture is worth 1000 words
Outages
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DAYZER: A Picture is worth 1000 words
Power Flows
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DZNode and FTR Analysis
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Decomposition of FTR Value by Binding 
Constraint
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Drivers of Congestion on Specific 
Constraints
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Model Benchmarking and Continuous Calibration

 Ultimate model benchmarking is against the market data
 A good model needs continuous updates to capture the 

dynamics and changes in the generation and transmission 
systems:
 New generation units and retirements, outages and derates
 New transmission elements and retirements, outages and derates
 Changes in the fuel prices and trading hubs
 Changes in the demand distribution (new data centers and industrial load)
 Changes in market rules and operating procedures
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PJM: Eastern and Western Hub
PJM Eastern Hub

PJM Western Hub
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Running Sensitivities

 The future is uncertain, one way to address 
uncertainty is by running sensitivities:
 Load ( total and distribution)
 Wind generation
 Fuel prices 
 Unit outages (difficult)
 Transmission outages (difficult, changes after FTR 

auctions)
 Bidding Behavior
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Building FTR Portfolio, Finding, Evaluation 
and Bidding
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FTR Auction Clearing Vs Day-ahead
 The FTR auction model is similar to the Day-ahead market clearing 

model with some differences:
 Single Snapshot for each auction versus daily one
 In the FTR auction only those known and scheduled line outages (>50% of 

time or other criteria) are included
 Missing forced outages and updates to scheduled outages
 Fixed LoopFlows vs daily updated values 
 Missing derates due to outages and changes in topology
 Modelling for PARs, DC lines
 Modelling errors and differences in topology
 Missing new projects
 In the FTR the objective function is to maximize the value of the FTRs while in 

the DAM the objective is to minimize the total cost as bid by generation units
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FTR Auction Clearing Vs Day-ahead Values
 In the FTR auction, the users bid their expected value 

of congestion in the DAM for the duration of the auction. 
If the FTR auction clears above their expected value 
they are better off buying congestion in the DAM on daily 
basis.

 BUT, there is also a risk premium and the native load 
factor

 Looking at the northeast markets they tend to be efficient 
except for major structural changes either in the physical 
transmission system or in the market software
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FTR Portfolio- Finding
 Identify constraints that are susceptible to large number of 

transmission or generation outages, high demand, imports/exports or 
derates

 Use shift factors to identify nodes with highest impact on constraints--
select an FTR from highest SF to lowest negative SF

 Use line outage distribution factors LODF to identify transmission 
outages with highest impact on constraints (critical transmission 
outages)

 Use shift factors to identify MW impact of unit outages on constraints 
(critical unit outages)

 Identify changes in the market and quantify the impact on congesiton
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FTR Portfolio- Evaluating and Bidding

 Use expected supply and demand, market 
conditions and bidding behavior to value FTRs in 
DAM, and how much to bid in auction ( bid at the 
low end of your expectation, in incremental blocks)

 Use LODFs and SFs to increase confidence in 
selected paths and quantify sensitivity to expected 
unit and transmission outages and changes in 
expectations….
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Examples of Impact of Expected Market 
Changes on Congestion and FTR Values

 New Generation, new wind units in Texas Panhandle
 New Transmission, Woodward PAR (SPP, OGE) 
 Shale Gas followed by transmission upgrades in PJM
 Long term transmission outages (ERCOT)
 Generation Retirements (HT Pritchard in MISO)
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ERCOT Congestion with Increased Wind Generation
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CRR From Panhandle to West
 Value of 1 MW CRR across and due to 

congestion on the Panhandle interface in 2017 
was: $37,702
 A wind farm Inside the Panhandle would be 

willing to pay that amount for CRR to sell power 
and deliver outside the Panhandle.
 Similarly, for a load serving entity buying power 

from a generator inside the Panhandle
 Similarly, for CRR trader, up to that amount.
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Transmission Upgrade- Woodward PAR
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Shale Gas and Transmission Upgrades
PJM North to South Congestion
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Shale Gas and Transmission Upgrades
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Transmission Outages in ERCOT
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LODF and Outage Duration 

ARCO138     ~138KV-KRUGRVL1_8  ~138KV-1 
outage from 1/17/2017 to 5/18/2017
And from 1/26/2018 to 3/16/2018
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Congestion on the Guion Transformer in 
MISO 
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Generation Unit Retirement Combined with 
Transmission Outages (MISO)
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Impact of Transmission Outage Combined 
with Unit Retirement
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Questions ?


